DUNIA BINTANG TOUR AND TRAVEL
SCHEDULE: 2 DAYS 1 NIGHT SNORKELING PACKAGE KARIMUNJAWA
BOAT TYPE: FAST BOAT ROUND TRIP
TRAVEL PERIOD: FRIDAY UNTIL SATURDAY
DAY 1 - FRIDAY

08:00

Meeting with our representative at Warung Bu Diyah (a small restaurant
in Jepara Kartini Harbour) to collect your tickets for the fast boat. After
receiving the tickets you can continue to board the fast boat Bahari
Express.

09:00 - 11:00

Fast boat Bahari Express, from Jepara Kartini Harbour to Karimunjawa
harbour.

11:00 - 11:30

Pick up at Karimunjawa harbour by our agency. We will be waiting you
in the harbour with a pick-up sign of Dunia Bintang Tour & Travel. After
you will be transported to your accommodation.

11:30 - 13:30

Lunch will be waiting for you at your accommodation. You will have the
time to enjoy your lunch and relax after the boat ride. During this time
we will also come by your accommodation to answer any questions and
discuss necessary details. When you prefer to have lunch on your own
(not prepared by our agency) feel free to request to exclude this when
you are booking the package.

13:30 - 14:00

Transport from your accommodation to Karimunjawa village harbour for
the start of a half day snorkeling tour.

14:00 - 18:00

Half day snorkeling tour. The tour will exist of snorkeling at one of the
snorkeling spots in the West of Karimunjawa (for example at Maer, Taka
Cendok, Gosong Cemara or at Taka Nemo). When there is enough time
we will do snorkeling at a second snorkeling spot. After snorkeling you
will continue to Tanjung Gelam Beach to watch the sunset. On the beach
you have the option to buy some fresh drinks and snacks (own
consumption).

18:00 - 18:30

Transport from Karimunjawa village harbour to your accommodation.

18:30 - 20:00

Dinner, served by us, at your accommodation. Around 19:00/19:30 pm
we will come by your accommodation for the remaining payment of
your package. When you prefer to have dinner on your own (not
prepared by our agency) feel free to request to exclude this when you
are booking the package.

20:00

Free time.

DAY 2 - SATURDAY
05:30 - 06:30

Breakfast at your accommodation or a breakfast package to go.

06:30 - 07:00

Transport from your accommodation to Karimunjawa harbour.

07:00 - 09:00

Fast boat Bahari Express, from Karimunjawa harbour to Jepara Kartini
Harbour.

TRANSPORT TO AND FROM JEPARA
We offer transport to Jepara from different cities in Java, Indonesia. Example of transport
options:
- Minibus during the night from Yogyakarta to Jepara (pick up between 23:00 - 24:00
pm, arrival early morning in Jepara harbour)
- Minibus from Jepara to Yogyakarta (departure around 30 minutes after the boat
arrives)
- Minibus from Jepara to Semarang (departure around 30 minutes after the boat
arrives)
- Minibus from Jepara to Surabaya (departure around 30 minutes after the boat
arrives)
- Private car transport from and to Semarang, Yogyakarta, Magelang, Borobudur, Solo,
Surabaya, Malang, Bromo, Probolinggo (any preferred time and preferred pick up /
drop off address possible)
CUSTOMIZE YOUR PACKAGE
We are a flexible. This means when you like to make some changes to the package we can
easily adjust the package to your wishes. Ways to customize your package are:
- Request vegetarian meals
- Request seafood (lobster, crab and other exclusive extra’s)
- Add more activities to your package
- Exclude part of the activities of your package
- Exclude meals
- Rent a motorbike during your time in Karimunjawa
- For big groups / business travel / students: ask us to arrange an evening meeting

HOW TO BOOK
In order to confirm your booking we will need the following:
- A copy of the passport of all travellers (we need these in order to book your fast boat
tickets).
- A deposit payment. The amount of the deposit payment depends on the type of
accommodation and package. Usually the deposit payment is around 40% of the
total sum. For deposit payment we have multiple payment options:
- Indonesian citizens or Indonesian bank account holders are able to transfer
the deposit to our Indonesian bank account
- International transaction to our Indonesian bank account via
www.transferwise.com
- Payment in USD or EUR via Paypal. Via this service we have to charge an extra
fee to cover the costs of currency exchange and paypal payment fee
- In case of last minute booking and you are already in Indonesia it is also
possible to visit a BRI BANK office and pay the deposit in cash at the bank.
The bank will deposit the money into our Indonesian bank account.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT IF THE BOAT IS CANCELLED?
When the boat get cancelled due to bad weather or operating problems we will give you
another offer (for example to take another boat, or a boat the next day). When there is no
option for another boat or when this offer is not suitable for your travel plans we will
transfer back 100% of your paid deposit minus transaction costs.
It is also possible that the boat from Karimunjawa get cancelled. This may mean you are
stuck on Karimunjawa for 1 or more days (we promise there are more worse places to get
stuck ;-)). We will always try to get you tickets on the first boat that departures from
Karimunjawa. When this is another boat (for example you booked your package with slow
boat, but you have to take the fast boat) additional ticket costs will be charged. Any extra
costs made in Karimunjawa for example additional night(s) at an accommodation or any
costs of missed train and flight tickets you will have to cover yourself.
WHAT IF THE TIMES OF THE BOAT GET CHANGED AFTER BOOKING?
In some busy periods the boat companies may decide to add an extra boat trip in one day.
This can influence the time of departure of the boat. Boat schedules can also be influenced
by weather conditions. As soon as we receive information about a change in departure time
we will inform you about this. When this has any consequences for booked flight or train
tickets you will have to carry the costs to change these bookings or buy new tickets yourself.
It is always advised to keep enough time between departure to and from Karimunjawa and
any flight or train tickets.

WHAT IF YOU HAVE TO CANCEL YOUR BOOKING?
When you have to cancel your booking after confirmation (after deposit payment) we will
keep 100% of the paid deposit. This deposit is already used to buy your boat tickets, to pay a
deposit for your accommodation and to arrange activities. For this reason it is not possible
to refund your deposit payment.

